
Q13 What do you like most about our school?
Answered: 66 Skipped: 15

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I currently have two children at Elmhurst, my eldest also attended the school. I have always found
that the strive to ensure all students reach their full potential. They always go above and beyond. If
there has ever been an issue, it has been dealt with swiftly. Cannot speak more highly of SLT. An
amazing school.

8/30/2018 6:55 PM

2 Friendly school that my children love. 7/28/2018 10:24 AM

3 . 7/25/2018 6:17 PM

4 Everything The school and the teachers are brilliant. 7/23/2018 11:39 AM

5 Individuality is celebrated! 7/22/2018 10:18 PM

6 Friendly atmosphere, lovely teachers/staff. 7/20/2018 8:37 PM

7 How friendly and approachable the staff are. They have always listened and acted on my
thoughts. Thank you for all your hard work x

7/20/2018 7:32 PM

8 The staff, the grounds, the opportunities, the varied curriculum 7/20/2018 4:46 PM

9 Teachers are very good, friendly and ths head teachers are amazing nothing is to much hassle for
anybody.

7/20/2018 10:25 AM

10 The opportunities my child has been offered 7/20/2018 6:13 AM

11 I love the outside space although wish they did more with like Forest School! 7/19/2018 4:04 PM

12 Great staff and beautiful outside space. Love Elmhurst! 7/19/2018 11:46 AM

13 The teachers really get to know our children so that what they teach is understood and at their
level. Both my children enjoy their school day completely. My son told me he loved his school this
morning!

7/19/2018 8:22 AM

14 Approachable staff 7/19/2018 8:07 AM

15 Lovely atmosphere lovely teachers and lovely head teachers. They care a lot for our kids 7/19/2018 7:41 AM

16 The outdoor space of the school. 7/18/2018 11:16 PM

17 The method of teaching and all the funny programs, including trips! 7/18/2018 10:31 PM

18 How approachable the teachers are, aswell as the senior roles. 7/18/2018 10:12 PM

19 Friendly and approachable staff 7/18/2018 9:54 PM

20 How it’s run and the way they really care about all the children 7/18/2018 9:10 PM

21 Excellent teaching and support from all the staff. 7/18/2018 8:40 PM

22 I feel that the staff at this school. Coupled with the pupils make this one of the safest places to be...
and when you are feeling safe and secure you can only do good

7/18/2018 8:27 PM

23 How supportive the SEN have been and how they have adapted the teaching around the child. 7/18/2018 8:08 PM

24 Bernie! 7/18/2018 7:54 PM

25 Friendliness, practical decisions are always made due to weather and everyday things. Good
communication.

7/18/2018 7:51 PM

26 leadership team are approachable and make you feel like your opinions and views matter. 7/18/2018 7:50 PM

27 The teachers my daughter had this year were amazing with her, especially when she was going
through some medical problems and me and her were both very stressed and concerned, they
helped us both as much as they could. Thank you

7/18/2018 7:48 PM
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28 The school trips, both days out and residentials are open to all not just a select few. Transition to
new classes is great.

7/18/2018 7:27 PM

29 Sense of community 7/18/2018 7:24 PM

30 How it's such a kind and caring school 7/18/2018 7:13 PM

31 Support if needed 7/18/2018 7:08 PM

32 Friendly atmosphere. And all the children are always we behaved and always smiling. 7/18/2018 6:57 PM

33 Teachers are fantastic! Head mistress is one of the most welcoming and easy to talk to people I've
ever met. Communication is great.

7/18/2018 6:47 PM

34 Open, friendly and colourful. 7/18/2018 6:40 PM

35 I came from a village school and this is very much portrayed as one 7/18/2018 6:33 PM

36 Friendly 7/18/2018 6:18 PM

37 Teachers are and how they started to understand my child bit more. When she feeling happy sad
or angly they know when to give her space to cool of.and most of i like is in knowing to. To keep
her In routine and keep with a same teacher next year and want was really happy about is most of
all is when something dont go to plan like when there 2 many surply teachers in one week but
didn't cope with with it to well you know when to stop and slow down do thank you for want you
doing for her

7/18/2018 6:06 PM

38 The school is welcoming and makes all children feel welcome! All teachers know all the parents
and children by names and they are always here with a smile wether it’s 8 am or 3pm!

7/18/2018 6:05 PM

39 The size of the classes 7/18/2018 6:01 PM

40 Friendly 7/18/2018 6:01 PM

41 Teacher's and staff very helpful and friendly which makes the school lovely 7/18/2018 5:53 PM

42 All good 7/18/2018 5:48 PM

43 Friendly & approachable aspect! Rufus loves his class... All staff members who he comes into
regular contact with... Is always so lovely! He loves learning... At times struggles with
concentration... And it reminds me of my happy school days there... Just a mere 30+ years ago!
As does Bernie!!! Xx

7/18/2018 5:39 PM

44 Every member of staff wants the best for every single pupil. 7/18/2018 5:27 PM

45 The open door policy that there is someone always willing to listen and respond if you have a
concern or worry.

7/18/2018 5:15 PM

46 Diverse nature in readiness for secondary school 7/18/2018 5:12 PM

47 The teachers and staff are all amazing just like being friends which makes everyone happy. 7/18/2018 5:09 PM

48 Lovely staff 7/18/2018 4:59 PM

49 Fun environment and welcoming 7/18/2018 4:57 PM

50 Teachers and staff are very friendly and approachable, excellent standards of teaching, highly
recommend,

7/18/2018 4:53 PM

51 So many fantastic opportunities for all children 7/18/2018 4:53 PM

52 The range of sports avaible 7/18/2018 4:47 PM

53 The staff are friendly, welcoming and go above and beyond to help the children and offer them
fantastic opportunities. You get a real feel of community from the school, parents and pupils.

7/18/2018 4:43 PM

54 The friendliness of all the staff, and the atmosphere is very homely 7/18/2018 4:30 PM

55 Elmhurst has a wonderful feel to it, the teachers are friendly and welcoming. My daughter enjoys
every day!!!

7/18/2018 4:22 PM

56 Elmhurst has a wonderful feel to it, the teachers are friendly and welcoming. My daughter enjoys
every day!!!

7/18/2018 4:22 PM

57 The friendly environment and lovely staff. 7/18/2018 4:12 PM
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58 It is a caring, open and friendly school with lots of fun activities. Our children are well look after and
any problems are dealt with quickly and effectively. The teachers know our children very well.

7/18/2018 4:06 PM

59 Always friendly and helpful 7/18/2018 3:59 PM

60 I like the extra curriculum activities and trips and extra advantages available. They really do make
the mundane everyday seem worth it. I also like the support for vulnerable children to go into
nuture during breaks and lunches. I like the newsletters being emailed out and i like parentpay. I
also love the constant support and response from Tracy on the faceboom page. Thay is very
helpful.

7/18/2018 3:57 PM

61 Elmhurst has been a part of our family for generations. The values of the school still remain...
HAPPY, confident children that have a sense of belonging.Thank you for all your dedication,
kindness and support over the years. Regards A year 6 parent.

7/18/2018 3:50 PM

62 The teachers and heads are excellent at what they do and care about my child 7/18/2018 3:47 PM

63 That it is not all about Ofsted, they offer more fun learning through trips and visitors to the school.
This is a wonderful friendly family school, would recommend to everyone.

7/18/2018 3:45 PM

64 They offer a lot of workshops/ trips etc 7/18/2018 3:29 PM

65 Everything!! Impeccable management . Fantastic communication with parents . Excellent school 7/18/2018 3:25 PM

66 How quickly and efficiently “issues” are dealt with. No matter how big or small they may be. 7/18/2018 3:25 PM
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